Abstract Ambos-Spies [1984a] showed that the two basic nondistributive lattices can be embedded in RPt, the polynomial-time Turing degrees of the recursive sets. We introduce more general techniques to extend his results to show that every recursive lattice can be embedded in R p t . In addition to lattice theoretic representation theorems we use the scheme of priority style arguments coupled with looking back techniques presented in Shinoda and Slaman [19SS]. We also generalize the density type results of Ladner [1975] and many others to settle the full extension of embeddings problem for R p t . Combined with the logical a,na,lysis of sentences with one alternation of quantifiers (Shore [197S] and Lerman [1983] ), these results suffice to decide the full V3-theory of Rp+,. They also give a strong nonhomogeneity result:
Introduction
A notion of reducibility st. between sets is specified by giving a set of procedures for computing one set from another. We sa.y that a set A is reducible to one B, A SI. B, if one of the procedures applied to B gives A.
The most general notion of a computable reducibility is that of Turing, st. Here which, when equipped with an oracle for B, computes A: pe(B;x) = A(x). This is the most important measure of complexity on arbitrary non-computable sets. When one is interested instead in analyzing the recursive sets in terms of relative complexity of computation or indeed simply in more practical resource bounded measures of complexity, our accumulated experience seem to indicate that the correct (or at least the most important) relevant resource bound is that of polynomial time. Thus the analog of Turing reducibility should be p-time reductions given by arbitrary Turing machines.
This gives us the reducibility notion s P t introduced by Cook [1971] . The domain of discourse for considering any reducibility must also be carefully considered. Turing reductions are appropriate for the study of arbitrary sets.
P-time Turing reductions seem most appropriate to the finer analysis of the recursive sets about which Turing reducibility, of course, has nothing to say. There are certainly many other iiiiportant reducibilities in both the non-computable and Computable domains. We could meiitioii one-one, many-one, truth-table (along with various bounded versions) and their polynomial time analogs as familiar reducibilities stronger than Turing as well as several interesting weaker ones in both settings. Of course, in the framework of the computable sets one must really consider other resource (both in terms of time and space) bounds as well. The type of sets considered can also be ' Research partially supported by NSF grant DRIS-860 1048. 2Researcli partially supported by NSF grant DAIS-8601856 and PYI grant DhIS-8451748. varied. On one side we can consider the recursively emnumerable sets, the sets recursive in 0', the arithmetic sets and more. Within the computabie sets, we might mention those in NP, the polynomial hierarchy, PSPACE, exponential time, etc. In this paper we will concentrate on p-time Turing reducibility on the recursive sets. Historical remarks and analogies to the noncomputable case will generally be confined to Turing reducibility. Other reducibilities and domains of discourse will be mentioned to point out contrasts and areas for future work.
Once one has chosen a reducibility notion, the natural structure for investigation is that of the associated degrees, the equivalence classes under the reducibility ordered by the induced ordering. We denote these structure by letters hinting at the collection of sets considered subscripted by an a.bbrevia,tion for the reducibility. Thus tlie structure of all the Turing degrees is denoted by a and that of tlie recursive sets under polynomialtime Turing reductions by R,t. It is these structures in which we will be interested. As usual we denote the degrees which are their members by small roiiian boldface letters and a typical set in the degree by the corresponding capital lightface letter: A E a.
The systematic study of the algebraic structure of L& wa.s begun by Kleene and Post [1954] and has been a major area of research in recursion theory ever since. (We recommend Lerman [19S3] Melhorn [1974] and [1976] and independently by Breidbart [1977] .
After the embedding problem is settled the next step in the typical structural analysis is the extension of embedding problem. In general the problem is given orderin s SC jY our degree structure there is an extension of this embedding to one of # . Here the typical first question is the density of the degrees: given a realization of the partial order x1 < x2 as x1 < x2 can it be extended to produce a y between them. This left open in Kleene and Post but solved negatively in Spector [1956] : there are minimal Turing degrees. Ladner [1973] and [1975] , on the other hand, give a positive solution for Rpt: it is dense. Indeed Melhorn [1974] , [1976] shows that every countable partial order can be embedded in every interval of Rpt.
Once beyond the question of density, the extension of embeddings problem becomes intertwined with that of embedding lattices (with the lattice structure preserved). Neither degree structure is a lattice but one can still ask (to start off) if there are two elements with an infiriiuiii or more specifically if there are two with inf 0 (also called a minimal pair).
This corresponds to the following extension of einbeddings problem: given two incomparable degrees x1 and x:! can one always find a non-zero degree y strictly less than both of them. Kleene and Post as well as Ladiier show that minimal pairs exist and so give negative answers to this extension of embeddings question. The problem of lattice embeddings in $ was, after Spector's construction of a minimal degree, subsuiiied under the more difficult problem of determining the initial segments of the structure. Work by many researchers over the years finally showed that any possible lattice or even uppersemilattice can be embedded segment of & (Lerman 1971 for the finite ones, Lachlan These results pointed to an important difference between p-T reducibility and the p-m (polynomial time many-one) reducibility introduced by Karp [1972] . Ambos-Spies showed that Rpm, in contrast to RPt, is a distributive uppersemilattice. The general lattice embedding problem even for finite nondistributive lattices was, however, left open. We solve this problem by showing that every recursively presented lattice can be embedded in R t. General considerations (as in Shore [19S2] j based on simply the complexity of the ordering in Rpt and the existence of arbitrarily complicated finitely generated lattices show that one cannot hope to embed all or even any sufficiently complicated lattices in Itpt or indeed in any fixed countable structure. Indeed such considerations show that the p-time degrees of sets recursive in (and also, if desired, p-time above) two distinct sets A and B are almost never isomorphic. Indeed if these structures were isomorphic our results would imply that the Turing degrees of A and B are at least within a couple of jumps of each other.
Returning now to the general extension of embedding problem, we recall that Iileene and Post proved that any extension of a given embedding not requiring that new elements he put in below an old ones can always be realized. We extend the previously known results on this problem due to Ladner AmbosSpies and others (mainly dense embedding ones combined with some cone avoiding) to essentially show that any extension problem not violating the assumption that the given degrees form a lattice can always be realized.
All of these results can be viewed as attempts to decide fragments of the theory of 
Techniques
There are three main components of our proofs in terms of techniques of analysis aiid construction. The first is the logical analysis of V3 sentences that reduces their decision problem to a form that can be solved, at least in some cases, by appropriate lattice embedding and extension results. The second is the lattice theoretic results needed to represent all recursive lattices in a form suitable for coding into the p-time Turing degrees of recursive sets. Finally the most important considerations concern tlie actual construction of the desired lattices aiid extensions in Rpt.
' I
The first step is common to all such analyses of uppersemilattices and follows the This V3 sentences to deciding the truth of ones of the form for the Turing degrees in and Lerman [1983, VII, (We say that 9 is inconsistent with the lattice structure of 3 ' if there is some ordering fact in 9 which contradicts some ordering, join or infimum fact about 3. A typical example is that 9 requires some y to be less than both x1 and x2 but not less than x3 while, in 2, x3 is the infimum of x1 and x2.) Thus if every 'Pi is inconsistent with the lattice structure of 2', the original sentence I' is false in Rpt. On the other hand, if any 9 i is consistent with 2, our extension of embeddings result will say precisely that for every choice of degrees al ,..., a, makin 0 true there are bl, ..., bm such that 9ira1, ..., an,bl ,..., bm) is true in RPt. In this case the original sentence r is true. Thus we have decided all sentences of this form and so all V3 sentences in R,t.
The lattice theoretic representations that we need are also familiar in essence from initial segment results and simple lattice embeddings in a as in Lerman [1983] and Shore [1982] respectively. The lattice tables that we use for our codings are equivalent to the dual of the standard representation of lattices in terms of equivalence relations (as in any text on lattices such as Grazter [1976) .
As in Shore [1982] we do not need t b e homogeneity property required in initial segments results as we are simply embedding the lattices in R,t. On the other hand, we must be much more careful with the construction of the table than in the Turing degree case. As the table is used in the decoding, it is not sufficient to build a recursive table for a recursive lattice (as in Shore [1982] ) as this will introduce nonp-time reductions into procedures that should be simple table look up. Our salvation here is the quite difficult theorem of lattice theory that every finite lattice has a finite representation as a lattice of equivalence relations (Pudlak and Tuma [19SO] ). We can use the representations guaranteed by this theorem to build a sequence of finite tables for each of a recursive sequence of finite subuppersemilattices of the given lattice. These are then spread out along our construction so that at any stage we are only working with a finite table. They are spread far enough apart in the construction so that the table look up procedures needed to decode at any particular string become polynomial in the length of the string.
Finally we come to the heart of our construction, actually building the recursive sets so as to meet the requirements of the lattice embedding.
The coding procedure implicit in the use of lattice table representations guarantees that ordering and join relations are automatically preserved. Our concerns are therefore twofold. We must first meet the requirements corresponding to diagonalizations to guarantee that if, in 2, X i $ xj then the degrees ai and aj realizing them are such that ai $ aj. Secondly we must set up and meet requirements that guarantee that if, in 2, xi A X j = xk, then the corresponding degrees have the same infimum property: ai A aj = ak.
Typically embedding and extension of embedding results have been proven by delayed diagonalization arguments introduced by Ladner [1973] , [1975] and used by Melhorn, Breidbart and others for such purposes.
Structural versions of these methods were latter introduced by Landweber et. al. [1981] . These were further developed by Chew and Machtey [1981] , Schonig 19821, [1984] , Ambos-Spies [1984] , [1984a i , [1985] and others. Such arguments suffice to embed all distributive lattices in R,t (indeed even densely) as in Ambos-Spies [1985] . They cannot, however, be applied to get our lattice embedding results. These techniques were designed for, and supply constructions that, work below any non-zero p-T degree. Thus they are suitable for positive extension of embeddings results and we in fact use them for our results of this type.
On the other hand, Ambos-Spies [1984a] has shown that there are recursive p-T degrees below which the p-T degrees are distributive. Thus we cannot hope to exploit these techniques to embed nondistributive lattices. In addition the structural versions are closely tied with codings exploiting set theoretic containment, union and intersection.
Thus they are unsuited to our purposes even if freed of the aspects forcing them below an arbitrary degree. We must formulate and tackle our requirements directly.
Ambos-Spies introduces a new technique for preserving infima in [1984a, 111, 101 to embed the two basic five element nondistributive lattices in Rpt. His procedure, however, is not sufficiently general to handle arbitrary (even finite) lattices. We must therefore use a more complicated way of presenting and at tacking even single requirements that is tied to our representation of lattices. An important and interesting aspect of the construction is the way the require ments are put together. Our general plan of attack on constructions of p-T degrees extends that of Ambos-Spies [1984a] and follows that of Shinoda and Slaman [19S8] who borrow heavily from both the language and insight developed for forcing in set theory and recursion theory and the style and organization of priority arguments invented for constructions of recursively enumemble sets. We describe it briefly now and give the details of our construction in the full paper. There we give a full direct construction to meet our requirements and explain its connection to the abstract priority schemes presented in Shinoda and Slaman [198S] . As the form of the requirements here is much simpler than those used there, we hope that this may make the methods somewhat more accessible.
It should have many further applications.
The standard simple and delayed diagonalization arguments have the feature that we know that we can always diagonalize to satisfy a requirement. We may have to continue some operation such as copying in a given non-p-time set or a constant string of zeros for some undetermined number of stages. In the end however we ca,n wait until the requirement has been met. We can also recognize that it has been met when we do so.
Our requirements are at one quntifier level higher up.
We are searching for some extension of the set constructed so far and recognizable computations which will guarantee meeting the requirement as by a diagonalization of some sort. The problem is that there may be no such extension or computations. In this case, we must argue after the construction is over that we somehow managed to satisfy the requirement in some other way. It is this uncertainty as to how we will ultimately satisfy the requirements that forces us to a priority style construction. The situation is analogous to the hierarchy of priority arguments for r. e. sets beginning with wait and see a.rguments and then progressing to finite, infinite and monstrous injury. These injury arguments are also classified as O', 0" and 0"' constructions in accordance with the difficulty of determining how the requirements are satisfied. In this scheme the typical (dehyed) diagonalization constructions for R,t might well be called recursive. In our construction, as in the one for embedding recursive lattices in the Turing degrees below 0' (viewed as a recursive full approximation construction with priorities) it takes a 0' oracle to determine how the requirements are satisfied. It would therefore correspond to a finite injury argument. (The re uirements considered in Shinoda and Slamanql988] correspond to ones that in the context of r. e. sets demand 0"' constructions. The strategies there are thus more complicated than the ones needed here.) A formal analysis of the complexity of some of these arguments in complexity theory ca8n be found in Regan [1988] . At a stage s of our construction we will have determined some initial segment ps of the set we are building and will have a list Rml, ...., Rmn of requirements which we have not yet met in a recognizable way. We will perform some search for an extension p of ps and a recognizable witness to meeting the last (and so lowest priority) requirement Rmn. If we find such a witness, then we will try to adopt the extension it needs of the set we are constructing. If no requirement of higher priority finds an extension suitable for its needs, we will in fact adopt the one found for Rmn. We then implement searches for each requirement in turn with increasing priority. If a higher priority requirement does act, it cancels the witness and restrictions imposed by lower priority ones. The key to making everything necessary polynomial time is a version of the "looking back" technique. For the sake of Rm, we will search roughly speaking over all strings g such that less than or equal to the number o steps needed to compute the entire course of the construction up to the beginning of stage s. (Although this seems to invoke the recursion theorem, we do not actually need to do so. Attaching a counter to the construction and appropriate polynomial time manipulations of I g I will suffice. Regan [1988 also comments on this point.) For the sake 01 Rmn-l we will search over all strings whose length computes the result of the search for Rm,,. We continue on in this way through all the requirements. At the end of these searches we adopt the extension found satisfying the requirement of highest possible priority.
If we never find a recognizable witness to the satisfaction of some requirement R (corresponding to a.n infimum preserving condition such as gi A gj = gk), we will have to prove t1ia.t some set computed in polynomial time from both G i and G j (the sets we construct of the desired degrees) is also p-time computable from Gk. The idea is to arrange the construction so that (after all requirements of higher priority have settled down) for any (sufficiently long) string U, the sea,rch which considered took place at a stage s such that i n polynomially in 1 a1 
Other reducibilities and further problems
A consequence of our results is the emphasis it places on the distinctions between p-T and p-m (polynomial-time many-one) reducibility introduced by Karp [1972] . This difference was first established by AmbosSpies: Rpm is distributive but R,,, is not. It is clear that our lattice table coding scheme is a t t but not a many-one coding. Of course this is necessary by the results of AmbosSpies. Whether or how our general methods of analysis and construction might apply to Rpm is, however, unclear. As far as deciding the VJ3 theory of Rpm, our general analysis still says that we need only consider sentences of the form r(xl,...,x~,,yl,...,ym) = ~X 1 , . . . , X I l 3 Y l , '", Yrn(0(Xl,...,X") + v{ ~i ( X l , . . . , X n , Y l , . . . , Y m ) I i < k } ) . asks for ones below both x2 and x4 and below x3 and x4 (violating the implied infima). As both possibilities are realizable and no one realization of the x's will rule out both we cannot decide this sentence on the basis of lattice embeddings and extension results alone. Thus it seems as if we can solve the extension of embedding problem for Rpm. The analysis and its results are exactly as for the wttdegrees of the r.e. sets as described in Fejer and Shore [19S5] . This is not, however, sufficient to decide its V3-theory. Another view of the nondistributivity question is suggested by the remark of Ambos- Spies [19S4] that the p-l-tt degrees of recursive sets are distributive but for n 2 2, the ii-tt degrees are not. (These reducibilities correspond to limiting the number of queries i n the polynomial tt-reduction to n and we introduced by Ladner, Lynch and Selnian [1975] .) Our coding scheme uses full t t-reductions when Considered over all lattices but for any particular lattice only a fised number of questions depending on the size of the lattice table used are needed. This raises tlie intriguing possibility that as 11 increases more and more lattices are embeddable in the p-n-tt degrees of the recursive sets.
\\[e, as is common practice, have used the Turing degrees as our model for tlie p-T degrees sometimes looking at all of and at other at the substructures %(< 0') or Set. Turing reducibility is distinguished from stronger reducibilities by the fact that the questions to be asked of the oracle for a given input is determined during the computation rather than being recursively in advance as in all stronger reducibilities. By this standard p-T reductions are really tt-reductions (albeit not polynomial time ones). Our results and others suggest that the analogy with ttdegrees should be explored further. Another aspect of the time bounded reducibilities that is crucial for these constructions is the existence of a recursive listing of the 'reducibilities (unlike the situation for Turing degrees). To put them on a more even keel with ttdegrees we should perhaps consider at(> 0') or at( 0") as we can then list the tt-reductions sufficiently effectively. Indeed at(> 0') is deiise by Mohrherr [1984] . This analogy should be investigated further.
The final question suggested to us by these results concerns definability in g P t , the p-T degrees of all sets. Our extension of embedding constructions crucially depend 011 the fact that the embedding that we wish to extend is into the degrees of recursive sets. This suggests the possibility that the p-T de rees of the recursive sets might be deanable as those below which one can always extend embeddiiigs in this way. If so it will be possible to define the property of being recursive on arbitrary sets solely in terms of relative computabili ty via polynomial time reductions. The related analysis for has been used (Jockusch and Shore) to show that the Turing degrees of the arithmetic sets are definable in LZ&. This result for a plays a key role in other definability results as well as ones on automorphisms and homogeneity. Defining recursiveness in terms of p-time reducibility in addition to being an iiitrinsically interesting result might also lead to a deeper understanding of the overall structure of this red u ci hi li t y .
